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The comic autobiography of 2014A comedian's autobiography? I wonder if he's ever used

humour to deflect from his insecurities?To avoid being bullied? Is there heartache behind the

humour?I wonder if he's a manic-depressive? Tears of a clown? Yes, all of that. Discover the

hilarious life-story of one of Britain's best-loved comedians in Kevin Bridges' brilliant

memoir.'First of all, I have never written a book before, you probably haven't either, so there we

have it; a connection is established between reader and writer . . .'Aged just 17, Kevin Bridges

walked on stage for the first time in a Glasgow comedy club and brought the house down. He

only had a five-minute set but in that short time he discovered that he really could earn a living

from making people laugh.Kevin began life as a shy, nerve-ridden school-boy, whose weekly

highlights included a cake-bombing attack by the local youths. Reaching his teens, he followed

his true calling as the class clown, and was soon after arrested for kidnapping Hugh Grant from

his local cinema on a quiet Saturday night. This was a guy going somewhere - off the rails

seeming most likely.Kevin's trademark social commentary, sharp one-liners and laugh-out-loud

humour blend with his reflections on his Glaswegian childhood and the journey he's taken to

become one of the most-loved comedians of our time.'. . . Hopefully now you'll take this over to

the till and I can accompany you for the next wee while. That's the benefit of book shops,

reading the little bit and then deciding if the author deserves to be part of your carefully

selected 3 for 2 deal, or part of your plane journey, train journey, your next bath, your next

shite.'Praise for Kevin Bridges:'The Best Scottish Stand up of his Generation.' The Scotsman'A

wonderfully dry and deadpan Glaswegian comic . . . one the most exciting talents to have

emerged from Scotland since Billy Connolly' Guardian'Kevin Bridges might just become the

best stand-up in the land . . . he will go and deliver a one-liner that you want to jot down and

frame' The Times'Wonderfully sharp, assured stand-up from the preternaturally gifted young

comic' Independent

Kevin Bridges might just become the best stand-up in the land . . . he will go and deliver a one-

liner that you want to jot down and frame--The TimesThe Best Scottish Stand up of his

Generation.--The ScotsmanA wonderfully dry and deadpan Glaswegian comic . . . one the

most exciting talents to have emerged from Scotland since Billy Connolly--

GuardianWonderfully sharp, assured stand-up from the preternaturally gifted young comic--

IndependentScotland's young comedy prodigy--Guardian--This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorKevin Bridges, Scotland's 'young comedy prodigy' (Guardian), has

followed a meteoric path, from his first five-minute set in The Stand comedy club in Glasgow to

selling out the SECC to a record-breaking 100,000 fans. Born in Clydebank he still lives in

Glasgow. Now, at the tender age of just twenty-seven, Kevin puts pen to paper to tell his story

so far in his brilliant memoir, We Need to Talk About . . . Kevin Bridges. --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Friday night. The seat belt sign has just been turned off on my plane from Heathrow to Buenos

Aires. I’ve opened up my bag, which had previously been safely stowed away in the overhead

locker, switched on my laptop, opened a new Word document and here we are, another

comedian writes an autobiography.I didn’t intend to have started writing on this flight but after a

failed attempt at conversing in Spanish with a fellow passenger, I need to look busy and

pretend not to be out of my depth in ‘Club World Plus’.I am evidently out of my depth, though.

The guy has probably paid thousands for his ticket; I paid hundreds and would be sat at the

opposite end of the cabin, but for a senior figure at British Airways introducing herself as a fan

of my stand-up and offering a complimentary upgrade.Extra legroom, a seat that reclines into a

bed, a higher standard of food – all complimentary, no four-figure sums of money required and

no working-class guilt that naturally accompanies any extravagant purchase – complimentary

alcohol as well, and flight socks.The socks, that’s how the problem started, the fucking

socks.The guy had a Hispanic look, and he was putting on a pair of flight socks. I’d taken

Spanish lessons prior to this trip, so I know the Spanish for ‘Where are the socks?’ I practised it

a few times in my head, making sure of the correct tenses and all the specifics that make first-

time foreign language learners think, ‘Close enough, for fuck’s sake’ when they’re corrected.I

went in with full confidence, knowing fine well where the socks we located, but it wasn’t about

that. I didn’t need this guy’s help finding them. I had a long flight ahead, I was on my own and

feeling a strange sensation of panic.I was looking for a friendly conversation and wishing to

proudly showcase my new language skills. ‘Mi amigo, dónde están los calcetines?’ I asked, in a

throwaway tone. It felt natural. ‘Where did you get the socks, mate?’ is how I’d hoped to sound.I

hoped to sound cool; it was a warning shot, a show of strength, fuelled by my own

uncertainties, flying to Argentina on my own, a country where I know absolutely no one. ‘It

doesn’t faze me, I speak the language, and I’ll blend in. It’ll be good. My only immediate

concern is finding the flight socks.’The guy turned and looked at me; he looked at me far too

long without speaking. It wasn’t the atmosphere I’d intended to create – the question had to be

answered, fast.I didn’t even want a spoken answer, a pointed finger would have sufficed. The

reassurance and the feeling of self-satisfaction that I’d conversed in Spanish was all that I’d

been looking for.I wish I’d hurried up with, ‘Es tranquilo, tranquilo, mi amigo,’ and grabbed the

socks out myself, but I’d asked the question, I’d committed.‘Cal-seh-teen-es,’ he replied,

correcting my pronunciation.For the first time in years I felt myself blushing, a proper red face.

I’d ‘hit a riddy’, as it’s known in Glasgow. ‘Riddy’ means red in Glasgow, and I have no idea why,

like ‘dug’ means dog. One change of a vowel and anyone not from the area is left baffled. It got

worse, though. ‘In that bottom drawer, just pull the little handle,’ he’d gone on, in a Birmingham

accent.He’d corrected the Spanish in my question and then, in a show of zero confidence in my



ability to understand the answer in a second language, he’d replied in English.I’d been done,

totally done.I’d had him down as Argentinian, South American at least, but he was just a well-

tanned businessman from the Midlands, who spoke fluent Spanish. I tried to laugh, the small-

talk department of my brain anxiously rifling through the ‘Birmingham’ file: ‘Who’s your team,

then, Villa? City? West Brom?’He just went back to his iPad, back to looking at Excel

documents or spreadsheets or whatever else people in suits who work on the way to work look

at on their iPads; they never just chill out and play Angry Gran.I haven’t dressed with a

potential upgrade in mind; I have a hooded jumper on, jeans and a pair of exhausted-looking

Puma trainers. I’d have bought new holiday trainers, as is the tradition, but my last day in the

UK was spent trying to locate Argentinian Pesos. I never imagined it being so difficult, but it

seems it’s a dying currency.I haven’t followed the global economic downturn as closely as I

should. As a stand-up comedian it’s important to know what’s going on; you’re a social

commentator and you should know these things.But I’ve never fully understood the

complexities of the financial crisis. I see it as being like one of those Sky Atlantic, HBO shows

that everyone else is talking about; you put it on one night, but it’s season four, episode ten and

you don’t have a clue what is going on or who is who.If you weren’t in it from the start, you’ve

been left behind, so you just ignore it. This guy knows his economics, I’d say. Definitely.‘Cal-

seh-teen-es.’I’m all for being educated, but it was his condescending tone, speaking to me as

though I was sat in first class wearing a hooded jumper, jeans and a pair of exhausted-looking

Puma trainers.Flying to South America, solo.He maybe thinks I’ve got about twenty condoms

full of heroin in my stomach or a couple of suitcases full of cocaine checked in. He doesn’t

want a conversation; he wants to keep his distance. He can’t be seen with me when we land, in

case I get pounced on by armed cops, a fist in my arse and an Alsatian in my face.I begin to

think in my claustrophobic, beginning-of-a-long-haul-flight mindset, ‘Why am I sitting here?’ If

this was a bus I could get up and move. I could get off at the next stop.It is as if this could have

been ‘The Guy’, the omnipresent guy who’s feared by everyone who makes a living from trying

to make strangers laugh, the guy who appears in your head before every gig, during every

sound check, when the venue is empty, venues where you once watched Oasis and the Red

Hot Chili Peppers.You’re on that stage tonight …It is far-fetched, too far-fetched, but I’m terrified

of that guy, the guy who will see through it all, the poster boy for all your anxieties. The guy who

will finally say, ‘Wow, wow, everybody, he’s been getting away with this and nobody said

anything?’The guy who knows that you don’t speak Spanish, that you shouldn’t be sat next to

these moneymen, these corporate whores, that you shouldn’t be on a long-haul flight. He’s the

guy who reminds you that you have no place in such exalted company.Alicante or Palma

should have been the pinnacle of my worldly exploration, drinking room-temperature 330 ml

cans of Amstel and annoying the cabin crew. But I’m here now, and for the next fourteen hours

The Guy and I are equals. And if he has any objections, he can take them up with the senior

figure at BA who created this mess in the first place.I hadn’t planned on drinking much on this

trip but I bought a packet of Kalms from Boots in Heathrow airport and the packet ‘warns’ that

taken with alcohol, they cause drowsiness. You can’t be bothered thinking when you’re drowsy.

It sounds an ideal state to be in.They have a selection of whiskies; I ask for an Oban 14 or any

other single malt. They don’t have the Oban 14 but at least I sound like I know what I’m talking

about, restoring some personal pride after the sock incident.They have Glenlivet, Tony

Soprano’s favourite. I instantly feel better before it’s even poured.One Kalm and a Glenlivet 12.I

recline my seat and start to laugh into myself. I imagine the Brummie businessman’s reaction if

I were to place both flight socks on my hands and put on an impromptu sock-puppet show for

him.‘Cal-seh-teens,’ says the confused voice.‘CAL-SEH-TEEN-ES!’ replies the angry voice.The



End.A quick tools and word-count check shows we’re at the 1408 stage.I’ve given up reading

books long before 1408 words, so if you’ve got here we can both begin to relax.As I write this,

I’m picturing you standing there, considering the purchase.A comedian’s autobiography?I

wonder if he ever used humour to deflect from his insecurities. To avoid being bullied.Is there

heartache behind the humour?I wonder if he’s a manic-depressive.Tears of a clown?Yes, all of

that.Some other stuff as well, but mainly that.To paraphrase 1990s Nickelodeon stars Kenan

and Kel (as I don’t think anyone has ever done in the opening of their autobiography):‘Ahhh,

here goes!’First of all, I have never written a book before, and you probably haven’t either, so

there we have it; a connection is established between reader and writer.Hopefully now you’ll

take this over to the till and I can accompany you for the next wee while. That’s the benefit of

book shops, reading the little bit and then deciding if the author deserves to be part of your

carefully selected three-for-two deal, or part of your plane journey, train journey, your next bath,

your next shite.We’re losing this luxury with online book shopping. That’s far more of a gamble;

all you can do is read the most critical review, read the most positive review, read the positive

reviewer’s other reviews – you need to see what the person’s all about before going on their

recommendation.He might have loved the book you’re considering buying, but he also loves

books about Steve Jobs, the film Drive, he preferred Prison Break to The Sopranos and gave a

three-star review to a toaster.With online book shopping you can only read the first few lines

when it’s purchased and delivered to your door. By that time it’s too late, it’s yours.It sits in the

cabinet with the rest of them. The Great Gatsby – when were you ever going to read that? High

school or never …Thinking Fast and Slow? The Rules of Life? You didn’t need a self-help book;

you were just bored in WH Smith.Next time buy a £1 Galaxy Cookie Crumble and relax.A

lesson learned, a vital lesson in self-improvement.However you obtained this book, thank you

and a very warm welcome.2I’m currently trying to fix up a music playlist that will help me

unlock the memories and the characters who’ve shaped my life thus far. Music has always

helped me to switch off, daydream and think a little deeper about things, big and small. As I

begin to write this book, I realize that I haven’t added a new song to my iTunes in years. I don’t

think I’ve downloaded a song since back in the Napster days.Other than a few other wildcard

tunes from the Napster era my music collection is made up entirely of CDs I’ve uploaded, most

of which are from the mid-90s and stolen from my brother, John.‘Neighbourhood’ by Space is

the only song that tempts me to hit Play, but I know it won’t be as good a song as I

remembered. From the Napster time in my life I also have Limp Bizkit’s ‘Chocolate Starfish and

the Hot Dog Flavored Water’.What kind of title is that? Cruising about in his convertible, singing

about ‘keepin rollin’. SHUT IT, MATE!It’s easy to laugh now, but at the time I thought Fred Durst

was the man. I think I even had the red New York Yankees hat, like everyone else in school at

the time.I remember having to refute allegations that my hat was a fake. ‘A fake’ was such a

hurtful accusation to have levelled at an item of clothing or an accessory at school.A lesson in

parenting: they might look like Adidas trainers but that extra stripe could be catastrophic to your

child’s reputation. Four-stripe ‘Adidas’ trainers should be listed alongside violent films,

computer games like Grand Theft Auto and Marilyn Manson as a tabloid media explanation for

high-school gun massacres.It’s understood he’d just had enough of it all following weeks of

relentless mockery regarding his new trainers, which were said to have four stripes, tragically

one more than the famous logo of sportswear giant Adidas.Sniggering was heard in the

courtroom following the witness’s testimony, with the judge also aiming a stern look of

bemused outrage at the defendant’s parents, whose eye for a bargain proved costly.The trial

continues.School could be a brutally harsh place. I’ll get to all this later.Right now British

Airways Club World Plus is proving to be a brutally harsh place, especially now that I need to



disturb the sleeping CEO or hedge-fund manager beside me as I stumble my way to the

bathroom, situated at the front of the cabin, on this Airbus A340–800.I’m twenty-seven years

old; I turn twenty-eight this year so I think it is about time that I write my autobiography.Being

asked to write your life story induces quite a surreal feeling and one that taps into every

insecurity in the human conscience. Who wants to read this? Who gives a fuck? Etc., etc…. All

the nice, down-to-earth, modest disclaimers needed before convincing yourself to get on with

it.Maybe if I’d waited a few years I wouldn’t have those thoughts, if I’d given it time to complete

the necessary ascent up my own arsehole to become a real celebrity, paying someone to write

this for me, boring the batteries flat on a tabloid journalist’s Dictaphone, regaling it with

exaggerated stories of hedonistic nights out and my showbiz friends, all the early stuff

forgotten …I have the advantage of still remembering the wee guy I was before you knew of

me, the anxiety-ridden wee guy who worried about anything and everything, the wee guy who I

think of every single night in the few meditational minutes I take before walking on stage in

front of hundreds and sometimes thousands of people.Convincing myself to write this took a

while and I do realize it is a ridiculously young age for reflection, but seventeen years old is

also a ridiculously young age to start out in stand-up comedy, traditionally a middle-aged, post-

mental breakdown, post-battle with drugs and alcoholism, mid-divorce sport.Over the following

chapters I will be reminiscing about the good old days.Back in the day, back when it was only

the PlayStation 2, back when mobile phones had only 2 megapixel cameras, when iPods could

hold only 1000 songs.I’ve never felt my age, nor looked it.‘You’ve had a tough paper round,

mate,’ I just said to myself in my internal middle-England accent, the accent I also use when

reading negative reviews on Trip Advisor.I’ve never understood ‘tough paper round’ as a

metaphor for a harsh upbringing; if you grow up in a shit hole, you’ve got a straightforward

paper round.Where I grew up, people read the Sun and the Daily Record, two light tabloids,

easy to carry, easy to fold and fit through a letterbox. In an affluent suburb, people read the

Telegraph, The Sunday Times, the Guardian, with all the supplements and pull-outs: Sophie

Dahl’s top-ten dinner party recipes, a free Frisbee.Difficult to fold without causing damage,

going round to collect paper money a few nights later and the quantity surveyor/estate agent/

middle-management wanker refuses to pay, complaining that his paper was ripped and his

Frisbee was missing.That’s a tough paper round.I had a piss-easy paper round.The working

class also tip far more generously.We’re an hour into this flight; two other corporate-whore,

business-type travellers behind me are talking about their respective air mile totals. My friend

from Birmingham is fast asleep.It’s a fourteen-hour journey, a high scorer for the avid air-mile

collector, and it’s set to send the guy on the aisle seat over the thirty thousand mark, the

elusive target for a free flight, from what I hear.I’ve never bothered with air miles. I turn

positives into negatives too easily for that. I wouldn’t see thirty thousand air miles as being due

a free flight; I’d see thirty thousand air miles as being due a plane crash. I wonder how they’d

react if I joined in their conversation and volunteered my own views on collecting air miles. I

decide not to, though. They don’t seem the sort of guys who laugh at much. I picture them in

the clubhouse of a prestigious golf course with more guys like them, drinking red wine, making

self-deprecating jokes about their putting abilities and talking about their favourite episodes of

Top Gear.This makes me smile, before I put on my headphones and get back to my music:

‘Female of the Species’ and ‘Mr. Psycho’. Space had some pretty catchy tunes. I wonder what

they’re up to these days. The same with kids Kenan and Kel. I’d rather not know and just

preserve the fond recollections.Before Sky, Nickelodeon and Kenan and Kel, The Hurricanes

was a children’s TV favourite of mine, a cartoon about a football team of good guys. They were

a team of total underdogs, but they and their Scottish manager, Jock Stone, and his female



assistant (a ground-breaking show) would always come off best in the face of adversity, up

against dirty tactics and cheating opponents.I seem to remember them winning every game 2–

1 after conceding a controversial early goal. Great show. I’d buy the box set if it were available.

Maybe they could bring it back, or at least a spin-off, a far more cynical spin-off: sports

governing bodies investigating irregular betting activity prompted by the frequently repeating 2–

1 score line, which threatens to taint the team’s achievements in their mid-90s

heyday.‘Neighbourhood’ by Space has finished playing. Writing about mid-90s children’s

television means I now have the Wizadora theme tune in my head. ‘Wizadora, we adore her,

she’s the one with the something, something, something …’I only remember the edgier

playground version: ‘Wizadora, we ignore her, she’s the one with her finger up her bum.’ She

joined the likes of ‘Margaret Thatcher (the bare-bum scratcher)’ in the repertoire of slanderous

primary school cover ballads.The Hurricanes, Kenan and Kel, Wizadora – all of these shows

were probably total shite. It’s a shame to admit it, but any midweek kids’ TV show in that 3–5

p.m. slot will only evoke good memories and be synonymous with the hyperactive feeling of

having finished school for another day.It’s also a shame when it emerges that the presenters

were paedos.I can only imagine what those of you who grew up in the 1980s must be feeling.I

think I’ll go for a font change here. By the time this comes to print, the good people at Penguin

will have decided on all that but for now I’m in charge.When I write out a stand-up routine on a

computer I always use Comic Sans font, to make it funny, obviously.Who’s going to laugh at a

joke that was initially written in Times New Roman? An amateur mistake.There’s also

Wingdings, the font with all the pictures instead of letters. I’d go for that, but you’d need to be

Rain Man to understand it.I’ve browsed a few fonts and decided upon Lucida Sans, mainly

because it sounds like a woman, and she sounds like a ride.I’m not sure if you care which font

I’m writing in, but that’s where we’re at. I feel it’s important to keep the reader in the loop.I’ve

always been a fairly easily distracted person, a bit of a daydreamer, and I definitely struggle to

follow instructions.How’s that for a character description?Thankfully I am writing a book based

on a story of relative success as opposed to a CV.How many job interviews would that opening

‘about me’ section deny me?3I always try to resist the view that stand-up comedy is a job. I

don’t mean that in a condescending ‘I can’t believe I get paid to do something I love so much’

sense. The people who say those things tend to be the most ruthless, career-minded, dead-

behind-the-eyes robots in entertainment.To me, stand-up comedy is a thing of extremes too

disparate to be dismissed simply as a ‘job’.It comes in cycles, in my opinion.There are times it

means much more than a job and requires so much more from you. Times it becomes your life

and to call it a job would be ridiculous.These are the times when it is most exhilarating and

rewarding, when you’re struggling to sleep because of the ideas that keep appearing in your

head, forcing you out of bed to find a pen.You’re waking up beside scrap pieces of paper with

these ideas scribbled down, sometimes just a few words.A few words there to work with all day,

to build on and add to and try out in front of an audience that same night and then decide

whether to bin the idea, go home and rework it again, or keep it and add and add to it until you

feel it turn into a whole new stand-up routine.The latter is the greatest thing in comedy, for

me.One of the most satisfying feelings I’ve experienced in life, and the times when everything

else is forgotten, is when it’s just you and your stupid, daft thoughts that have created

something you can be proud of, something which makes a crowd of people laugh and

applaud.There are times when it feels like a job, though, and that can be as miserable as the

aforementioned can be euphoric. When you slip into a bit of a rut and a show is just another

night at work. You’re not taking risks any more and nothing excites you about performing.It’s

important to recognize these ruts and rectify them, by doing something different. Maybe



something that frightens you, like dropping the best joke from your set or telling a story a

different way. It’s your story, your jokes; you don’t want it to become a script.You’re a comedian,

not an actor.Throw in a brand-new joke right at the start of your set, see what happens. Or

even walk away for a while, cancel everything you have booked in your diary until you re-

discover what that initial attraction was.I begin to write this not long after finishing a tour, a tour

that broke box-office records and all that stuff that doesn’t really matter.Nobody remembers

Richard Pryor for how many tickets he sold.I’ve never been concerned with numbers but,

obviously, when thousands of people come out to see you for so many nights it does leave you

a little taken aback.It is what most people strive for.The fame and the popularity are key

components in how you view yourself and how you believe you are viewed by others,

especially today, in a world where status, style, image and money seem to count for everything,

a world that would have definitely left me behind if it hadn’t been for stand-up comedy.I don’t

resent fame or celebrity or anything like that but I definitely see through it; there is something

really tragic about those who don’t.Reaching the ‘household name’ level makes it easy to forget

the road up and you feel yourself becoming driven, more career-minded and more protective of

what you have, probably because of the novelty of having something for the first time.I’d

planned to take a year away from comedy, taking advice from my dad, who told me I should

step back, get off the ‘treadmill’ (an expression he must have heard elsewhere as he’s never

been near a gym).I lasted only a month of my year off before I decided to book myself in for a

few spots at the Stand comedy club in Glasgow, where it all started for me.The gigs were

therapeutic and it brought everything back to the beginning.I felt like myself, standing up there,

in jeans, a T-shirt and a pair of trainers, like for my very first gig, when I knew nothing of stand-

up, when I just spoke about my life at the time.It was Jerry Seinfeld who said that a good crowd

will help you write and a bad crowd will help you edit; I totally agree.When a gig is going well

it’s pretty self-indulgent to bask in it all. I feel you need to keep building on these ideas of yours

that the audience have clearly bought into, adding on an extra few lines, rinsing the joke dry –

even stuff you thought of only on the way to the venue or backstage but didn’t think funny

enough to find a pen to give it a life, throw it in there.Recognizing and acting on these moments

when they come is what can make a great comic.When an audience are in raptures at a part of

the show, the fear of the next bit not being as funny or causing a dip will set in but you can

navigate that. I used to have times when I felt a warm satisfaction during this sort of storming

show, when I’d take a moment to think, ‘This is great!’ Part of your brain is saying, ‘Job done,’

but you need to avoid feeling complacent and see how far you can take it.Experiment before

something happens, something that needs to be reacted to in an instant. A glass will smash, a

drunk will unleash a barrage of futile shite, a fight will break out, someone will get up to go to

the toilet, a phone will ring. Anything as big or as subtle as that can totally change the

flow.There are so many gear changes to make and then there’s the part of making it look easy.

That’s the real skill.No one wants to see a self-conscious, nervous wreck, even if you may feel

like one.Relax the audience into thinking you’re just a guy up there shooting the shit; convince

everyone watching that it could be them or their funny pal on the stage.At the bar after one of

the shows (a fatal time and place for a comic to hang around; it’s where many egos have been

destroyed), a guy who looked in his forties came over to me and said, ‘Well done.’ I thanked

him before he followed up with, ‘Anybody can do what you do, though, mate.’It had been meant

as a dig, an archetypal ‘Made in Scotland’ dig, but, after thinking about it, I decided that it was

one of greatest compliments I’ve ever received.Anybody can do what I do and do what I’ve

done. I wholeheartedly agree with that.The point is that there are people who actually go and

do it, and then there are the people at the bar who just tell how they could have done it.A few



weeks after my somewhat therapeutic gigs at the Stand and a few months into my year away

from everything, an offer came in, this offer, to tell you my story.It’s been almost ten years now

since I lay awake in my bedroom thinking about where my life would go and what I wanted to

do with myself and now I’m on a plane to Argentina, heading over to watch Boca Juniors

versus River Plate.That may mean nothing to you but it’s something I’ve wanted to do since

watching Channel 5 on a Friday night as a child and seeing clips of a chubby Diego Maradona,

cigar in his mouth, both hands in the air, leading the crowds singing in ‘La Bombonera’, as part

of the global football round-up on a programme called Trans World Sport.To me, this trip is one

I’ve thought about since childhood, something I told myself I’d love to do, safe in the knowledge

that it was unrealistic, but now I’ve run out of reasons not to go for it, and here I am. I wasn’t

such a cultured world football enthusiast as a child that I’d stay awake purposely to watch

Trans World Sport. It was more that I found it difficult to sleep following the adrenalin rush that

came with watching an erotic thriller, the erotic thrillers that made Channel 5 on a Friday night

the must-watch channel.A channel that went on to face a struggle against the rise of home

Internet, gradually losing its stranglehold on the market of pubescent young male viewers and

never really recovering.I think I’ll hit File and Save now and I’ll be back in a couple of weeks,

well, in a page.When I return I’ll share my story.There’s no real tragedy, no heroin, no hookers

and very little violence.If that’s what you’re looking for in an autobiography, then I’d highly

recommend those of Anthony Kiedis, and Slash from Guns N’ Roses; maybe with these you

can complete your three-for-two deal. (I’m guessing you have bought this book by now; if

you’ve made it this far without making a purchase then the staff at your local bookshop are

extremely tolerant.)‘Columbia’ by Oasis has just come on my playlist.I’ll have a listen to that

and try to get some sleep before we begin our descent to Buenos Aires.There we were, now

here we are!Hasta luego, mi amigos.4My earliest memories consist mainly of me crying, my

mum crying and my occasional acts of rage-fuelled vandalism.My old bedroom in my parents’

house has had the same wallpaper since I was a child; despite a few paint jobs over the years,

the aftermath of one of my first temper tantrums is still proudly on show.In protest at being put

to bed for a display of petulance in front of a house full of my mum and dad’s friends and family,

I’d shown my disapproval by digging my nails into the soft, spongy, patterned wallpaper, the

wallpaper that every council house had by the mid-1990s. I’d done as much scraping as I could

until I felt my point had been made.My dad came up to check on me and maybe even

apologize for what I felt was a harsh early dismissal from the living-room festivities. He was

always the first to take my side, no doubt feeling some sort of responsibility when I showcased

my short fuse.My short fuse that I’d definitely inherited from him.He probably walked in to show

solidarity with my cause, but when he saw the baldy patches on the wall and the wallpaper on

the carpet, he went absolutely mental.He was working whilst my mum stayed at home to look

after me, having quit her job in a whisky distillery shortly before I was born. We’d recently

swapped houses with my grandparents from my mum’s side – Annie and Tommy.Annie and

Tommy had still been living in the same house where my mum and her two young brothers,

George and Kevin, grew up, in the Hardgate area of the town of Clydebank, on the outskirts of

Glasgow.My mum, dad and my older brother, John, all lived in a two-bedroom, second-floor flat

around the corner from Annie and Tommy. But when I came on the scene, Annie and Tommy

suggested their house would be more suited for us, with the extra bedroom and a garden

area.The new house had only just been decorated. My dad was the only one out working to

pay the rent for his wife and two sons and I was at his back causing destruction.He calmed

down pretty quickly after the wallpaper-ripping incident, and a short while later a wardrobe was

moved, strategically placed to cover the bare patches on the wall. Everything was harmonious



again thanks to a little bit of working-class feng shui.Thursday, 13 November 1986 was the day

I was born, and also, according to Wikipedia, the day a French comedian named Thierry Le

Luron died. I haven’t managed to find much of his work, but I used to perform a routine which

ended in me attempting the French for ‘Do you mind if I shite in your kettle?’That can be my

own personal tribute to the man.Thursday, 13 November, almost exactly nine months after

Valentine’s Day, so I was maybe conceived after a blissfully romantic evening. But the ten-year

age gap between me and my older brother and also the fact we had to move house not long

after I was born means I was more likely to have been an accident.‘An apology letter from

Durex’ was the school insult for these situations, I think. However I got here, I was causing

mayhem right from the beginning, before the beginning, even.Twenty-six hours of labour I put

my mum through. My dad claims this stubbornness and refusal to do things on anyone else’s

terms have stayed with me my whole life, which is a kind of compliment, I suppose. I like a long

lie; I still do to this day.Every time I’m with my dad and we pass through the Partick area of

Glasgow, near where the Queen Mother Hospital where I was born used to be, my dad still

points at ‘Lena’s’ fish and chip shop and tells me how he had one of the best fish suppers of

his life the night I was born.He’d been following my mum’s instructions to ‘fuck off’ after having

the audacity to complain about being hungry during her twenty-six-hour struggle.He quickly ran

down to the chippy and was back up to see the birth of his second child. His burst of pace was

definitely a result of fearing the ramifications if he hadn’t been back in time.I realize that I’m

doing little here to shatter the stereotypes of a West of Scotland upbringing, but being born

with the smell of grease, deep-fried chips and battered haddock hanging in the air didn’t take

away from the occasion; it was my grand entrance to the world, my debut as a person.I

wouldn’t have been named Kevin if it wasn’t for the traumatic childbirth experience my mum

went through. At the start of it all, the doctor who was to deliver me, Dr Kevin Hanretty, had

been jokingly hinting to my mum how he’d never had a child named after him despite years of

working in the maternity ward of the Queen Mother Hospital.My mum explained that she had

two brothers, one named George and one named Kevin, and that it wouldn’t be fair on George

to name me Kevin, and she certainly wasn’t planning to go through an ordeal like this again

just to christen a child George (or Georgina).But after twenty-six hours of excruciating pain, I

think she was past caring; she’d have named me after the doctor even if his name had been

Adolf.So there I was, Kevin Andrew Bridges.I still reckon my dad should have relinquished his

hold on the middle name, but I’m sure after all these years my Uncle George has gotten over

the snub.I’ve asked my mum what my name would have been if the doctor hadn’t got involved

and she told me she’d always liked the name Brian.Brian Bridges – far more showbiz.I imagine

there’s a Brian Bridges out there tonight, hosting a 1980s pop quiz at an all-inclusive holiday

resort or playfully flirting with pensioners in a bingo hall somewhere in Fife.5By all accounts I

wasn’t born at a very happy time. Months before I was born, Annie, my ‘Nana’ (she’d never

wanted to be known as Gran or Granny as she felt it’d make her sound old) had been

diagnosed with cancer. Being pregnant, together with looking after her mum, who was facing

the prospect of dying before her sixtieth birthday, meant my mum was going through a pretty

difficult time.My dad’s dad, my Granddad John, after whom my older brother was named

(obviously a much more straightforward birth hence my mum sticking to the plan) died when I

was just three months old. He was an old school, hard-working guy – my only reference point

to what he was like is my dad telling me Sir Alex Ferguson reminds him a lot of his dad.He’d

served with the Royal Navy during the Second World War and then spent the rest of his days

working in the Singer sewing machine factory, where my dad would go on to work, and where

the majority of men in Clydebank worked before it closed in 1980, leaving huge unemployment



in the area.From what I gather from talking to my dad about his dad, their relationship wasn’t

as close as the one my dad has with my brother and me. Only towards the end of his dad’s life

did he really begin to appreciate what a good man he was.My mum speaks very highly of her

father-in-law, who made her feel welcome into his family and who really thanked her for helping

my dad to grow up, settle down, and stop drinking and being a general loose cannon.A taxi

driver once told me: ‘When Andy Bridges was drinking, you stayed out of Duntocher.’ He meant

this in a complimentary sense and was proud to be congratulating me on being the son of a

local hard man.I found it funny in its ridiculousness and still quote the ‘When Andy Bridges …’

line to my dad. I’ve never seen him have even one can of beer, nor could I imagine him in any

sort of fight.I think the taxi driver was affectionately letting me know that my dad was, like so

many other working guys from the small towns in Glasgow and surrounding areas, an

‘arsehole with a drink in him’. My dad himself has since confirmed this.An arsehole. A good

arsehole, but an arsehole all the same.He’s now a reformed arsehole, thanks to my mum.One

thing a lot of people find strange to hear is that I’ve never had a pint with my dad, be it on a

birthday, on holiday, going to the football, or even for the landmark ‘first pint with your old man

on your eighteenth birthday’ custom.He stopped drinking after waking up in a police cell, about

six years before I was born and when John was only four years old. He’d finished his work at

Singer’s on a Friday afternoon and headed straight to the pub to put a sizeable dent in his

wages, as was the weekly tradition amongst himself and the majority of his colleagues.The

workers at the time were paid cash in hand, which was great news to local landlords and

bookmakers, but could often be devastating to the workers’ families.At the time my mum, dad

and John lived in a top-floor flat in an area of Clydebank called Dalmuir. It was a basic one-

bedroom council flat, which didn’t offer much other than being on the same street as a shit load

of takeaway food shops.Chinese, Indian, Turkish and, of course, a few chippies and those

takeaways that don’t have an identity – no prejudice, they’ll deep fry food from any country and

serve it with chips, in a polystyrene tray.It was a culinary multicultural melting pot where you

could significantly increase your chances of a heart attack.The street hasn’t changed much

nowadays really. Some more takeaways have opened (a few cunning entrepreneurs taking

advantage of the clear gap in the market!), a pawnshop, several off-licences, a bookie’s and,

rather ironically, a shop called ‘Walter’s Trophy Shop’. Some prick called Walter looked at the

takeaways, the bookie’s, the pawnshop, the off-licences and thought, ‘This looks like a place

where people achieve.’On the walk home from the pub, being drunk and carrying a bag of

pakoras, my dad was overcome with fatigue and his legs decided they couldn’t take him any

further. But convincing anyone else that ‘fatigue’ was to blame seemed a big ask; it’s like one of

the excuses drunk people make for the state they’ve been in when they’re refusing to hear a

bad word about alcohol.A few years later he was diagnosed with rheumatoid arthritis, so it’s

maybe fair to blame the feelings of tiredness, at least partly.In a drunk (and exhausted) state,

he’d used a parked car to prop himself up. But being propped up wasn’t offering the respite he

needed, so he’d grabbed the car handle and opened the door, which was unlocked (everyone

was a lot more trusting ‘back in the day’, he’ll always tell me, missing the irony that it was

actions like his that contributed to this changing) and sat in the driver’s seat before passing

out.A woman who’d witnessed this immediately phoned the police and reported an attempted

car theft; an attempted car theft by a man who was in no fit state to successfully execute a car

theft. Anyway, the police soon arrived to find my dad asleep at the wheel. He was arrested and

taken to the police station to be charged.He woke up mortified and with no recollection of the

night before. Fortunately the owner of the car knew him and took to his defence and the

charges were dropped.My mum, who’d been at home with her young son, not knowing where



her husband had been all night, packed all of her and John’s things and moved back in with her

mum and dad.It took my dad weeks of apologies, to my mum, to my Nana and my Granddad

Tommy. Eventually my mum, not wanting to live the tragic life of being stuck at home looking

after a child whilst her husband worked all week and then drank all the proceeds, issued an

ultimatum: it was his family or being the life and soul of the party in the pubs and running wild

with his mates.I don’t think she ever told him never to drink again, but he took it upon himself to

stop completely.In place likes Clydebank, the pubs are full of funny guys, cheery guys; people

who everyone loves, but who tend to be bastards to those who love them. He decided against

being that guy and it is something I’ll always be proud of him for.I’ve never heard any fighting

stories from my dad or fighting stories from others about him. But there is at least that one taxi

driver out there who is doing his bit to perpetuate the myth that he was a real tough bastard,

who had an aura only seen in lead characters of western movies, a man who could clear a

whole village just by ordering up a shot of whisky.My dad tells me, though, that my Granddad

John, known as ‘Dixie’ throughout the village of Duntocher, was a no-nonsense type of guy, a

man of principles, a man who was well respected. Well respected by most in the area with the

exception, in one instance, of my other granddad, Tommy.Years before my mum and dad had

met, John and Tommy were involved in a punch-up outside a pub following a ‘debate’ about

Ireland’s role in the First World War. I say ‘debate’ as I imagine it started out as a debate, but

with alcohol’s assistance it was promptly fast-tracked to argument status before moving to full-

on physical combat.There was never any tension between them and they went on to become

good friends, confessing to my mum and dad about the fight not long after it became clear they

were going to be the father-in-law of each other’s child.My mum told me the incident became

known simply as ‘The Fight’ and was often brought up and discussed in great, undoubtedly

exaggerated, detail at Christmas, birthdays and any other family event, with the two of my

granddads showing modesty seldom associated with the ancient art of pugilism, the two of

them claiming the other had won the fight.Both men would sit in the corner drinking cans of

Export and whisky and complimenting their opponent’s performance. Neither could have been

more fulsome in his praise of the other’s key attributes, the talk of great strength, speed and

technique.The way my dad describes it, every family occasion became like an episode of

ESPN Classics, with the two sat on the couch talking as though it were Muhammad Ali and Joe

Frazier reminiscing about the ‘Thrilla in Manila’.Although the fight itself was a subject of

thorough in-depth analysis, the cause of it was never really brought up. The fact that the fight

stemmed from a heated conversation on Ireland probably summed up the differences in the

two of them. John was an ex-Royal Navy man whilst Tommy had refused to serve in the

Second World War; he was a ‘conscientious objector’, I’m told, choosing instead to go down

the mines. However misguided Tommy may have been as a young guy, his family were Irish

and he was immensely proud of these roots.A television show I’d love to do is Who Do You

Think You Are? I think it would be worthwhile tracing the Scottish and Irish history of my

grandparents. I know only that my Granny Jane’s family were from Mayo, Tommy’s people were

from Sligo and my Nana’s family came from Dublin, with some of them moving to Glasgow

during the famine and some to Liverpool.I don’t mean to bore you here with all this family tree

shite, but it is something I’m interested in and that I think about a lot. I recently read a book

entitled The Fight by a writer called Norman Mailer. The book, surprisingly not about my two

granddads’ Friday night bar brawl, focused on another fight which took place in the 1970s: ‘The

Rumble in the Jungle’, Muhammad Ali versus George Foreman.For any younger readers,

George Foreman was a World Champion boxer; Ali wasn’t a hot-headed technophobe going to

extreme lengths to take out some anger on a kitchen appliance.The book tells you a lot about



African culture and beliefs, owing to the writer being based in the Congolese capital, Kinshasa,

for weeks prior to the fight. He mentions a thing called ‘Bantu’ philosophy, which he roughly

explains is the belief that every man is the combined force of those who have been before him.I

seek some solace in that when I feel under pressure or before I go on stage, when I’m getting

myself motivated, when the nervous energy is building, when the reality of preparing to stand

in front of strangers with nothing but your thoughts hits you.I take ten minutes away on my own

to think everything through, my jokes, my reasons for doing this, positive thoughts, funny

thoughts, thoughts about the people who inspire me and also, every night, my grandparents,

who I never really knew and who never got to see me perform and go on to be the first person

in our family to truly do something they loved for a living.I don’t know if I fully understand Bantu

philosophy, and from what I gather after further reading it has been largely discredited, like

most belief systems. Whatever, though, it’s a nice thing to think of.My Nana died when I was

eighteen months old. I think about her and imagine what she’d have been like. I know my mum

maybe never really got over the shock of losing her, and losing her at what should have been a

happy time.As sad as it is, I’m sure she’d be delighted at how everyone turned out, and I am

constantly stopped and told by elderly people in my home town how she was a generous, kind

and caring person and how much of her they see in my mum.Before Annie died, she said to my

mum that she was sad she’d never see me grow up, but that she was convinced I was born for

a reason. I don’t think this was meant in a ‘he’ll go on to make a bit of cash and buy your house

for you’ kind of way, but that having me around would stop my mum spiralling into a grieving

depression with not much else to think about and focus her days on. John was at school, had

loads of pals and was happy, whilst my dad would be out working, but now she had someone

who was utterly dependent on her.Consequently, I grew up with a very close bond with my

mum. Coupled with the big age gap between my older brother and me, and the fact we’d spend

every single day together, just the two of us, I became a proper mummy’s boy.Rappers and R

’n’ B artists can say that and make it sound cool, but I was a mummy’s boy in the most

tragically uncool way imaginable, panicking if we were separated for even a few minutes.6My

first day at nursery was when my mum knew she had a problem.I would have been three years

old when she enrolled me into St Mary’s nursery in Duntocher.I was allocated a place in the

afternoon group, which would mean I’d be in from around 1 p.m. until 4 p.m., five days a week.

They hardly sound the most gruelling hours, but I would make sure that for everyone around

me, they were.My mum would soon be starting her new job with West Dunbartonshire Council,

working part time as a home help, and the plan was that she would have all morning to look

after me. We’d go to the shops, she’d clean the house, do some cooking and all the usual

domestic stuff. Then she’d take me to nursery and head off to do her shifts locally, finishing in

time to pick me up, go home and cook dinner. By this time my dad would be home from work,

and she’d go back out for a few more hours, working teatime and early evening shifts.The

mornings I’d spend watching cartoons and a show called Playbus and then a show called Mr

Boom. Mr Boom was supposed to be a spaceman; he lived on the moon and played a whole

selection of musical instruments, at the same time.He had a mouth organ attached to his jaw,

easily accessed for his instrumental solos in between lyrics. He had a cymbal on his head, a

drum on his back and a keyboard at his fingers, and he’d sing these wee songs every day to

entertain the children before a hard day at nursery. He didn’t entertain me, though. The man

was clearly a multi-talented musician, but I always remember him being a bit of a creepy

fucker.He scared me a little bit at that age, but I was petrified of everything. As well as Mr

Boom, I had an irrational fear of Lion Bars. This fear stemmed from a throwaway comment from

my brother, who was trying to talk me out of putting a crippling dent in our budget during a



routine Sunday night trip to the ice-cream van.John would be given money by Mum and told to

get himself what he wanted and a little thing for me. I’d usually accompany him on the journey

and he’d teach me how to cross the road properly and attempt to answer as many of my rapid-

fire questions as he could.The ice-cream van used to intrigue me, the sheer selection, with just

this one man driving around amongst all these crisps, chocolate and ice cream.The guy in the

van was pretty friendly and he’d sense my fascination; one day he even let me climb in the van

and have a look around. It kind of shattered the illusion but, still, it was considerate of him.John

has always been a fair guy, so rather than indulge in any excessive spending on high-end

confectionery like Munchies or Mintolas and fob me off with a ten-pence mixture, he’d settle for

more modest purchases to allow me a Milky Way or a packet of Chocolate Buttons and a ten-

pence mixture. He was under strict instructions not to buy me a cone on account of a previous

carpet-threatening incident.I was starting to sense John was a soft touch and, with my built-in

resistance to being treated second to him, I decided that I’d have whatever he was having.

John had asked for a Lion Bar, so I asked for a Lion Bar as well. Not a luxury purchase, but by

no means a bargain.John tried to explain that this would make me sick and how a Lion Bar was

a more sophisticated, grown-up chocolate bar. I wasn’t for lowering my demands, though. I had

a sense of my own rights, particularly when it came to sibling rivalry.If I was told to go to bed,

I’d ask why John wasn’t being told to go to bed as well, never taking into account that John was

ten years older than me. We were brothers, we had the same mum and dad, therefore I

believed we should have been treated the same.I only ever remember John as a grown-up;

even when he was fourteen or fifteen and I was four or five, he still seemed like a man.Our

relationship wasn’t a traditional older-and-younger-brother one, at least until later on in life

anyway, when the gap seemed to close.I’d ask him why he didn’t beat me up and do things that

other people’s big brothers did. Mark would beat up Gary, his little brother, and Stephen would

beat up Mark, his little brother.John was there when it mattered, though, and he was kind to

me, even if I drove him a bit nuts at times.John is laid-back and the total opposite of me, much

calmer, more content and consistent, and during his childhood and teenage years I don’t think

he gave my mum and dad anywhere near the problems I did during mine.I’ve always found

John funny, and making him laugh would give me a sense of approval, like I was his mate and

not a burden to him, which is a reflection of my own inferiority complex and nothing to do with

anything he ever said or did.I think I looked up to John a lot and I’d talk about him, proudly, in a

‘my big brother’ sense.I can’t picture John ever doing anyone a bad turn, even if he was

tempted, on several occasions, to accept my invitations and give me a good hiding.My dad’s

auntie Lilly, who was well known for her kindness, once saw us at chapel and came over to talk

to my mum and dad. Before she left, she gave money to both John and me in a ‘get yourself

something nice, son’ old auntie kind of way. These spontaneous acts of generosity are usually

followed by parents protesting, ‘Don’t be daft, that’s too much,’ with the children thinking,

‘Fucking stay out of this, Mum, we’re getting weighed in here.’Lilly had given John a £10 note

and me a £5 note, which was pretty fair since I was ten years younger, although I had no

hesitation in speaking out in protest at the inequalities in her payment structure. ‘How come

John got a brown one and I got a blue one?’ I asked.They all laughed. I was deadly serious,

though.Anyway, John was good at keeping me in line. But the Lion Bar debacle was reaching a

stand-off and John, looking to keep the peace and not just point-blank refuse me the Lion Bar

(I was still at the age when I could use tears and a tantrum as a bargaining tool), decided to tell

me a Lion Bar would be too frightening for me as some of the wrappers contained an actual

lion.At three years old I was gobsmacked, speechless, utterly silenced.An actual lion – wow! I

realized I was in far too deep.John could have spent the lot on himself and it wouldn’t even



have registered. I was stunned. An actual lion …I don’t think John was aware of my mentally

unstable state; he didn’t know that this would stay with me.He’d probably totally forgotten about

the comment and that trip to the ice-cream van until Christmas Day, a few months later. My dad

was unwrapping a selection box for me. He went to open a Lion Bar, and I jumped up and flew

behind my mum screaming, ‘Don’t open that! Do not open that! John said there could be a lion

in there!’I was calmed down and reassured by my dad, who opened it with me looking at him

as if he was Steve Irwin. ‘It’s fine,’ he said, as he jokingly inspected the inside before taking a

bite.I think John got a telling-off, a row for feeding a naive, impressionable youngster with this

sort of fear-mongering.I’ve never been a fan of Lion Bars since. Maybe it’s the taste or Nestlé’s

trade practices, or maybe there’s still that little bit of fear in my head that I could pick the wrong

one and be mauled and severed to death.The morning of my first day at nursery I remember

watching television, playing with my toy cars and having a great time, except, of course, for Mr

Boom frightening the shit out of me. In the afternoon my mum and I walked from the house

round to the nursery, about a ten-minute walk. A ten-minute walk during which I probably

bombarded her with questions and spoke all sorts of inane drivel.I was a bit of a motor mouth

and quite chirpy and excited when I was in my comfort zone, my comfort zone being when I

wasn’t far from my mum.We walked into the classroom and I was introduced to the Nursery

Nurse, Mrs Parkinson, who gave us the tour, showed us all the toys and a fridge full of milk and

biscuits. She introduced us to the other children and mums as they began arriving. It was a

perfectly friendly, peaceful and happy wee place.I wandered off, my curiosity taking me into the

Wendy house, where a few of my new classmates had assembled. I crawled in to see what we

were going to be dealing with.My mum must have thought it was a breakthrough moment: the

timid, nervous wreck of a child who’d hide behind her when anyone she knew said hello to me

in Asda was now off exploring, not a worry in the world. Somebody could have brought in a

multipack of Lion Bars and I’d still have been too besotted by my new surroundings to

care.Then came the turning point, the game changer. My mum, thinking I was settled, had said

goodbye to Mrs Parkinson and was walking out of the nursery door, her mind probably turning

to her afternoon off and having the house to herself for a few hours. But, seeing her leave, I let

out a panicked, piercing, hysterical scream: ‘MUMMMM!’‘This wasn’t what I signed up for,’ I

was thinking. ‘You’re coming to nursery as well.’My mum turned back to reassure me, but by

this point I was struggling to get out of the Wendy house, too overcome with emotion to calmly

kneel down and crawl out the door. I stood up but I was taller than the Wendy house, so as I

stood up the Wendy house came off the floor, ripped from its foundations.I was trying to run but

I couldn’t see, owing to my head being stuck in the highest point of the Wendy house roof. The

back wall was banging off the heads of the other residents, who had by now also started

crying, terrified at the mayhem that was spreading throughout the nursery.Mrs Parkinson

rushed over to try to restore order. The other parents had no idea what was going on, and all

they could see were my feet and a moving Wendy house. In my fear, I managed to find the

strength to throw the Wendy house off my head, toppling it to the floor and leaving it in pieces,

destroyed.I ran towards my mum, absolutely distraught and crying inconsolably. She was

utterly stunned as she surveyed the aftermath of my destruction. Wendy house debris and

hysterical toddlers everywhere. There had probably been smoother entrances.It was pretty

evident she was going to have problems.My mum stayed in the class and helped Mrs

Parkinson with the recovery operation, whilst I sat in the corner, crying and keeping a look-out

for any sudden movements towards the door. At around 4 p.m. we headed home, the rest of

the class, my mum and me all traumatized.I’d established myself as being a bit mental, which

is probably a smart move on your first day in prison, but I’d say nursery is a little different.My



dad came home from work just after 5 p.m. to see me still sat on the couch, staring at the wall

and doing the heavy, staggered breaths that children do after they’ve been crying hysterically.

My mum explained all. I don’t think he fully believed her, but this wasn’t to be a one-off.I don’t

reckon any of them thought this chaotic day would set the tone for the next few years, all

through my stint at nursery and on through primary school. But sadly it did …7It was fair to say

nursery was a struggle, from what I can remember. After the summer holidays, my first day at

primary school was almost an identical re-make of the emotionally charged drama of my first

outing at nursery.My first day at primary school was the first day I remember meeting Gary

Docherty. Gary would become one of my best friends and have his name shortened to ‘Doc’

and then ‘Big Doc’ as he gradually grew to the point where he was taller than some of the

teachers.My mum and his dad are first cousins and my mum had been stood talking with

Gary’s mum at the school gates, waiting to meet the teachers, taking photographs of us in our

new uniforms and making a fuss about us, saying all the usual ‘can’t believe how fast they’re

growing up’ shite that parents talk.Sending your child to school for the first time is a

monumental milestone for a parent, I’d say. Our mums stood there, trying to get us to talk. Gary

made an effort and drove the basic conversation, whilst I anxiously sought refuge behind my

mum.The teachers came out to collect us and file us into lines; they told us to find a ‘partner’,

someone to walk hand in hand with into the assembly hall to see what classes we’d be in.My

mum and Gary’s mum encouraged us to be partners, probably my mum more so as she’d had

a year of trying to get me into nursery without a scene and thought it’d be better if I’d met a

‘wee pal’ and a potential ally.Understandably apprehensive, my mum began to relax and stood

with the other parents, waving us off. As soon as I entered the assembly hall, I panicked. I

looked around at the size of the place and at how many of us there were. My year hadn’t

looked as strong in numbers when we were lined up, with our partners, in an orderly

procession.The assembly hall was also the dinner hall and the PE hall. There were huge

climbing frames against the walls and gym mats rolled up in the corner.Everyone was talking

and I didn’t know what to do.I broke free from the hand of my partner and quickly looked

around, assessing my escape options, then I sprinted back through the main door and out of

the school. The fresh air hit me. The freedom. I was out, but they’d be after me; it was a chase.

I began running, for my life, down the hill outside the school, and the momentum of running

downhill meant my legs were almost giving way; I couldn’t stop, even to try to figure out a route.

I knew my mum couldn’t be that far away.One of the straps of my school bag began to slide

down my shoulders so I pulled the arm free. The bag was slowing me down so I let it fall to the

ground, duly abandoned, along with my lunch box.I had to keep running and not turn back until

I found my mum.She had been standing at the bus stop, relieved that my first morning at

school had passed without incident, that nursery was consigned to history and I’d settle down

and enjoy my seven years at St Mary’s.She had some time to herself now; she had the day off

and was probably planning out her day, thinking about what we needed from the shops, looking

forward to getting a seat on the bus and a glance through her magazine to pass the short

journey.I let out a scream, on sight: ‘MUM!’She turned round to see who this distressed-

sounding child was.Her calm and content mood changed dramatically when she saw it was

me, hurtling towards her at pace and shouting again, ‘MUM!’This time louder and echoing off

all the houses, disrupting the early morning tranquillity.The peace in the immediate aftermath

of rush hour, shattered.She looked at me as if to say, ‘What’s wrong?’ and I looked at her as if

to reply: ‘What the fuck do you mean, what’s wrong? You just ditched me, again.’I ran right to

her, grabbed her in a bear hug and began sobbing.‘Kevin, Kevin.’ She was calmly trying to get

me to release my grip, but my face was buried inside her unzipped jacket.‘What happened?’



she kept asking. ‘It’s all right, you’re okay,’ she reassured me, trying to get some information out

of me. It was only school, it wasn’t this bad, surely?I eventually pulled back and looked her, my

hands still round her waist. I’d nearly dehydrated myself crying and my only words were: ‘I love

you and I like you but please don’t leave me here.’I had no idea this line would go down in

family history, yet I’m still reminded of it just now, over twenty years later. Pretty embarrassing,

but I was dependent on total desperation tactics; either that or face school.It was like nursery,

but bigger, more strangers, longer days, a uniform and not even a Wendy house to take out

some frustration on.My mum had to slowly walk back to school with me, stopping to pick up my

school bag and then, further up the hill, my Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle lunch box. I may have

been a cry baby or a mummy’s boy, but no one was disputing that I had a cool-as-fuck lunch

box.My mum tried to explain that I’d make friends and that she’d be there waiting for me at the

end of the day. She’d always try the sympathetic approach at first, but I gradually wore her

down to the point where she resorted to more direct reasoning: ‘If you don’t go to school, I’ll go

to jail.’I’d imagine lots of children would cry when leaving their mum at nursery, or for the first

few days, weeks or even months of primary school. But I continued for years.The first date on

record of me showing up at primary school in an emotionally stable condition was sometime

during Primary 4 – a full four years into my schooldays. Ridiculous.Teachers had tried

everything, from being overly nice and taking extra time to help me settle, asking if anything

was wrong, asking if I was being bullied, to tough love, where they’d just shout and go nuts at

me.A couple of years into my tumultuous start at school, in my anxiety I’d managed to develop

a nervous twitch which made me really overemphasize my blinking. It was like the way a child

actor in a comedy film would blink when accidentally catching a look at a pair of boobs.One

teacher had lost patience trying to figure me out. When questioning me about why I was so

quiet and so uneasy, she just snapped: ‘And would you stop that stupid blinking!’ It didn’t stop

me blinking frantically. The rest of my class all laughed, so it maybe even made it worse.I’m

pretty sure there’s a scene in one of the Home Alone films where Macaulay Culkin does the

exact blink I’m talking about. The teacher could at least have made her outburst funny and

quoted the line from the film: ‘Kevin, you’re such a disease.’ I could have accepted all my

classmates laughing at me if it had been a good line.Another teacher even incorporated my

situation into her in-class reward-points system. Points were awarded for neat handwriting,

passing spelling tests, reciting the times tables and so on.She announced that I’d now be

awarded points for not running away from the school gates every morning and having my mum

chase me and drag me back whilst I was kicking out, screaming, shouting and holding on to

railings.Having a teacher announce that to the class pretty much finished off any hope I had of

gaining any popularity. Looking back now, as an adult, it was probably a pretty humiliating thing

to do to a child. It drew more attention to me and it also created division.If I acquired enough

points to land the big end-of-term prize, then my achievements would be tainted, given that I’d

be winning points for something that was taken for granted from the rest of the class. If I didn’t

win, it would be pretty embarrassing, given how easy she’d made it for me.At the end of each

term, the prize for the top points scorer was usually a selection box, an Easter egg or whatever

chocolate suited the time of year. With my clear advantage, I should have romped it.I won fuck

all.To be honest, it must have been pretty frustrating for the teachers. I was often referred to the

school auxiliary nurse, who’d gently try to talk to me about why I was so unhappy. ‘I want to go

home,’ is all I’d give her. Some days they’d just give up and let me go home.I do feel sorry for

the nurse now. She was really there only to help put plasters on skinned knees and maybe

check for head lice now and then. She wasn’t qualified to offer any psychoanalysis or act as a

therapist to a seemingly troubled child.I feel sorrier for my mum, however. It must have been



horrible watching your child in such a state and not knowing why. If you’re trying to picture me

as a child, then imagine a chubbier, curly haired version of Hayley Joel Osment’s character in

The Sixth Sense, a permanently concerned, worried expression on his face, and prone to

freaking out now and then. At least he had an excuse, though; the poor little prick could see

dead people. I just didn’t like school.I’ve never really figured out why I had these emotional,

abandonment-type issues throughout my early life. I had everything there for a happy

childhood, but I just don’t remember being all that happy, not outside the house anyway.When I

think of the early years at primary school all I think of is my incessant worrying, worrying about

absolutely everything, big and small. The idea that a lot of sad stuff had gone on during my

early childhood is maybe something to explore when trying to figure out why I was such a

temperamental, anxiety-ridden, neurotic wee guy.To add to my Granddad John’s and my

Nana’s deaths, shortly after I started primary school, my Granddad Tommy passed away as

well, dying of a heart attack. I am aware that the death toll in this book now stands at three and

that we’re entering X Factor audition territory, but that’s all of the casualties for now.Out of the

three, Tommy is the only one I have memories of, and one of the last of these is watching him

leaving our house in an ambulance and me being reassured by my mum that he was just going

to the doctor’s and that he’d be back soon.I remember being very upset the day he died. It

didn’t take much to upset me – i.e. being left temporarily unattended in a Wendy house – but it

was a genuine feeling of sadness this time.I was just five years old, old enough to sense how

much he was loved, and some of my first memories were of the summer holidays when he’d

look after me and my cousins, Mark and Gary.He’d take us up the hills behind where we lived.

We’d help him hunt for twigs, branches and anything that he’d decide could go up in flames. He

was a total pyromaniac who’d often leave a trail of destruction in his wake.Thankfully, he lived

in Scotland, a land of greenery and constant rain. If he’d lived somewhere like Australia then

I’m sure he’d be serving some serious time for his woodland fire-starting hobby.I missed out on

spending a lot of time with him, and I can rely only on a few of my vague recollections and on

what I’ve heard about him from the rest of my family.When my Nana died he’d be down at our

house every day. My mum would make him dinner, and he’d sit and have a whisky and watch

football with my dad. He’d always play with me and have a carry-on even though my mum and

dad would tell him to sit back down in case he injured himself. He’d be getting on a bit by then,

but to me he was my big pal.The only times he wouldn’t carry on with me would be when Celtic

were playing on TV or the radio. Desperate for attention during one Old Firm game, when my

dad and he were absorbed in it, I grew frustrated at Tommy not chasing me or telling me any

stupid stories or answering my questions. ‘Grandda, Grandda, GRANNNDDAAAA!’ I shouted,

before he snapped and answered, ‘What is it?’I paused and glared at him for a few seconds, I

sheepishly looked down at my feet and then back up at him and said, ‘Come on the Rangers!’ I

then ran out of the living room, as he and my dad immediately burst into hysterics. I’d managed

to defuse such a heated, volatile occasion as an Old Firm game, and at such a young age.Like

I said, in the house I was hyperactive and bursting with confidence. So it was totally

unfathomable why I became such a different, introverted, reclusive child as soon as we got to

the school gates.Football dominates my few memories of Tommy. He was a Celtic fan and went

to see them all his life, from childhood until he was no longer fit enough to travel to the

games.He used to tell me about a guy called Charlie Tully, his hero when he was a young guy

in the late 1940s and 1950s. Charlie Tully was a showman, a George Best-style winger from

Belfast who had once scored directly from a corner kick, which apparently confused everyone

on the pitch; they had never seen that happen before. So the referee ordered the corner to be

retaken. Tully scored again, the exact same way, and this time the goal stood.I have no idea if



that is one of those stories that people got away with before the days of regular televised

football and YouTube. But I’ve heard it from a lot of other older folk since. So unless they all

used to meet after the games and say, ‘What bullshit can we make up to tell our grandchildren

in forty years about that game?’ it’s fair to say there’s truth in it.Even though I was only four or

five years old and had no idea what a corner kick was, any time I ran around with a ball doing a

running commentary, Charlie Tully was the name I’d give myself.When John and I, and our

cousins, were in the house with our Celtic strips on, all the aunties and uncles would ask us

playfully who our favourite Celtic player was. Celtic had a pretty poor team at the time, and Paul

McStay would dominate the vote, with an honourable mention for John Collins.It would get to

me, and I’d answer ‘Charlie Tully’, and the house would erupt into laughter. I didn’t know why

they were laughing, but it felt great that my answer had provoked such a reaction.‘Cha-lay Tully,

Cha-lay Tully,’ I’d begin to chant, the ‘r’ in his first name getting lost in my excitement.‘He’s

spending too much time with Tommy,’ they’d laugh, and Tommy would give a denying shrug of

the shoulders, pretending to refute the allegations that he’d influenced my choice.8The spare

room in Tommy’s flat had a snooker table, one of those Argos fold-away ones that my mum and

dad had bought for John one Christmas. Our house wasn’t big enough for it, so Tommy’s spare

room became the place to be in the evenings and during school holidays for John, Paul,

Stephen and their pals.As always, I wasn’t allowed to play with them. They were teenagers,

and I’d only just started school, but my mum would demand that they at least let me sit in the

room with them whilst she visited Tommy.Being allowed to sit in the room kept me content for

only so long. They’d begin to ignore me, worn down by my relentless questions. To them I was

just this little chubby, curly haired pest who, despite his young age, had mastered the art of

utterly exasperating people with his interrogation skills.My dad used to joke that I’d be a great

addition to the law enforcement field and that through my sheer persistence even the most

hardened criminals would crumble, break down and confess the lot.As soon as John or one of

his friends would tell me to piss off from the snooker room, I’d run straight downstairs to my

mum and tell her. She’d sometimes tell me to piss off as well, but usually she’d take a break

from cooking for Tommy or cleaning his house and accompany me upstairs to insist they let me

join in.I’d hide behind her, acting innocent and upset, trying to fully play the victim in a

calculated bid to maximize the telling-off she’d give John. As soon as she left the room, I’d be

back to being hyperactive and pestering them all. I was a little bell-end, to be honest, almost a

parody of a ‘pal’s little brother’. My mum definitely sensed this, and she’d turn on me some

nights when she’d decided that John and his pals deserved some peace.One night it came to a

head, and my mum came up to drag me out of the room and bring me downstairs to help her

with the washing-up. I was fucking livid and refused to leave without a fight. In the midst of all

the kicking and screaming, I managed to grab one of the snooker balls and break free from my

mum’s grip. I ran down the stairs at top speed, straight into the living room and threw the ball

on to Tommy’s coal fire.I knew I was in big trouble. My mum went berserk and marched me

down the street to our house. My feet hardly touched the ground between Tommy’s house and

my bed. The neighbours were at their windows to see what the drama was, watching my mum

pulling me by the hand as I was trying to dig my heels into the pavement to make myself a

dead weight, crying and screaming, ‘Sorry!’I was pretty used to my mum shouting at me, but

this time I knew it would be my dad as well. He’d reserve his temper for serious offences.

Throwing a snooker ball on to the fire was definitely a serious offence. For my dad, it was

maybe not the incident itself that annoyed him, more that his evening peace and quiet was

being interrupted by my mum demanding he spoke to me. ‘He’s out of control’ she said.My

mum was beaten down, worn out and just wanted to unwind. So it was left to my dad to walk



me back up to Tommy’s so I could apologize to John and his mates and, of course, to Tommy

himself.I was probably facing being sent to bed early again, but Tommy defused the tension.

He was the only one who seemed to take a positive from the situation, as he pointed out, ‘At

least it was the blue ball.’Everyone started laughing, but I didn’t get why it was funny. There

were definitely no footballing motives for my actions, the blue ball being grabbed at random, an

innocent caught up in it all.But whatever, I was just relieved that I was off the hook.John, my

older cousins Paul and Stephen and their mates from the time have loads of great stories

about Tommy, and every Christmas Day there will be people in hysterics laughing at stories of

Tommy and the stuff he’d get up to. The same stories every Christmas that are probably only

funny to those who knew him. But I suppose it’s in the spirit of Christmas to be nostalgic and

keep the memory of lost family and friends alive.Tommy worked his whole life; he did loads of

odd jobs but was primarily a foundry worker. As was the case with most working men in

Clydebank at the time, a substantial chunk of his wages was set aside to generate a healthy

income for local publicans.He brought home enough money; his family were definitely secure,

but not much more. It was maybe a little difficult for his wife and three children, but working

long hours in such a harsh and unhealthy environment as a foundry meant you deserved a

drink on a Friday, I’d say.Tommy was well known in the pubs. He had the charm that could get

him out of any sort of trouble. He was renowned for being the joker, the singer, the life and soul

of it all. Nobody wants you to leave and everybody wants to buy you a drink. Being a ‘character’

can be addictive and an easy way to descend into alcoholism. Tommy didn’t go that far,

fortunately.He was definitely not a bad husband or father, but he had all the attributes to make

an excellent granddad, where the responsibilities are less about providing and more focused

on having a carry-on and being a child again yourself.He was viewed as an authority figure to

parents who had no idea what he was like, so as long as they were told by their sons that ‘John

and Paul’s granddad is taking us’ they’d trust him to be the designated responsible adult and

agree to let their children disappear for the afternoon.It was testament to everyone’s loyalty to

him that the parents never got to hear details of what a typical day out under Tommy’s watch

would involve: lighting fires, making swings, climbing trees and just being allowed to run wild in

the hills that were miles away from home. It was either loyalty or the knowledge that they’d

never get to go on one of his mad adventures again if their parents knew he was the biggest

child of them all.Mark and Gary and their older brothers, Paul and Stephen, grew up in the flat

behind our house, the block just opposite Tommy’s flat. Our family had a strong contingent in

the Hardgate area at the time, and it was great.Given the age gap between John and myself,

we didn’t share friends, and it was always a chore if Mark and Gary weren’t about and John

had to take me out to hang around with him and his pals. They’d usually play football, and I’d

always demand to be allowed to play. I don’t think I was too arsed about playing, but as soon

as I sensed that I wasn’t being allowed to, I’d protest.I’d love to claim to have had a rebellious

nature, but I think it was more that I was a pain in the hole and really enjoyed annoying them.

They’d try all sorts of tactics to get rid of me for a while, booting a spare ball into the bushes

and telling me to go and find it whilst the game continued using another one. By the time I’d

found the ball, I’d be covered in nettle stings and their game would be in full swing, so other

ways of distracting me would have to be devised.I think the closest I got to a game was being

told I was a substitute. I’d constantly seek reassurance that the substitute’s role was important.

There were never any injuries, nor did they operate any sort of squad rotation system, but I’d

spend the whole day behind the goals patiently ‘warming up’, doing jumping jacks and holding

my ankle in my hand behind my arse, any sort of stretch I’d seen football players doing on TV.It

kept me distracted and entertained, though. They played football as I stood on the sidelines



taking the title of first and youngest person in Clydebank to practise yoga.9A few months after

Tommy died, my Uncle George and my Auntie Maureen moved away, along with Paul,

Stephen, Mark and Gary. They moved to an area called Mountblow (feel free to say that out

loud, fully enunciating both syllables and having a childish laugh to yourself, it still gets me,

anyway … I hate brackets) on the outskirts of Clydebank and far enough away that I would no

longer have Mark and Gary to hang around with every day.A lot had changed, and very quickly.

No Tommy, no Mark, no Gary and hardly anyone my age living in the streets near our house in

Hardgate. Playing snooker at Tommy’s was also sadly no longer an option, as his flat was back

in the hands of the council and a new family had moved in.John and his mates were far too old

for me, and they were starting to move on from hanging around the streets kicking a ball about.

They were discovering computer games. A whole crowd of them had grown up in the same

streets, all roughly the same age as each other, which must have been great, but it was

probably the end of an era for them.The children a little younger than John and his pals were

still between four and six years older than me. I’d try to hang around with them and play on the

grassy banking right in front of our house, thinking they were my pals, that I had my crowd, in

the same way John had his.Since I was the youngest, and being so shy and timid, naturally

they’d take the piss out of me. I’d be sent to get the ball, a role that suited me, given my past

experience. On the odd occasion I’d even be promoted from ball boy to goalkeeper, having

shots blasted at me for hours.I didn’t save many and, when I did, it was usually with my face. I’d

walk home crying, and my mum would tell me that they were too old for me and that I was to

just play in the garden.That would last for only a few days. I’d watch them all playing from the

garden, where I’d be digging holes in the grass, or booting a ball off the wall of our house, and

I’d eventually wander over, looking to join in again.I had a ball, so that meant I could play with

them as soon as theirs had been kicked into the bushes. Within a few minutes I’d be back in

goal, and the cycle of sore face, tears and the short walk back home would continue.One day

the entire grassy banking was mobbed, far busier than usual. Everyone had bikes, and a ramp

had been built using an old plank of wood and some piled-up bricks.The object was to

accumulate some speed by cycling from the top of the downhill slope at the far end of the

banking and then hit the ramp, with the momentum taking you up into the air whilst the crowd

watched to see how far you could fly. The distance of how far you could fly was measured in

people. People would lie down on their backs behind the ramp, and the more bodies you

jumped, the more you impressed everyone else.I explain this as though I was part of it. I was

part of it, but again, like being the ball boy or the goalkeeper at football, I was landed with

another undesirable role. This time I was to lie down at the end of the line of three or four or –

for one (and only) time – five others.Fifth place, the furthest-away body and the most likely to

serve as a human landing pad for an over-ambitious stuntman and his BMX.It wasn’t the

greatest qualifying position, but then qualifying was determined by age. I was the youngest and

just delighted to be involved.Jumping three bodies was fairly standard and the level most of

them seemed to be working at. Four had been done and, although impressive, the crowd

wanted more.Stuart Gravil, the middle of the three Gravil brothers, had expressed his

willingness to attempt the jumping of five bodies. Five! To be fair to the brothers, they were

fairly mental and often put on a show, so it was never in any doubt that Stuart would stick to his

word.The Gravil brothers were adrenalin junkies who got off on mayhem, and they certainly

didn’t rest on their reputation as the local family of nutcases. They were always looking to push

themselves into outdoing their previous escapades.They didn’t do things to impress anyone,

though. They lived in their own world and any patronizing, ‘go on, you’ll be a legend’ kind of

encouragement was never required.They weren’t into football or anything like that. Their



passion lay more in blowing up telephone boxes, spray-painting, smashing windows and

throwing wheelie-bins on top of bonfires. They could all confidently drive a car from about the

age of nine onwards, and whatever they did, they did on their terms.I should point out that

Stuart was actually known as Stuarty, his cousin Scott (equally as mental) was known as

Scotty and so on.Having a ‘y’ added to the end of your name is a coming-of-age moment, a rite

of passage, an honour bestowed upon any adolescent who has proven himself to be a bit of a

crackpot.It’s a proud day for a Craig when he becomes a Craigy. The ‘y’ is never to be removed

except when being addressed by parents or teachers and, later in life, by a partner or, in some

cases, the law.Anticipation was beginning to build and preparations were in place for Stuarty’s

ambitious five-man jump. I’d been standing at the back with my ball, watching and paying

attention to what was going on. I’d gone unnoticed until the seniors in the crowd had

encountered the problem of trying to recruit bodies willing to be used as hurdles.One or two

older ones had agreed, but only providing they were closest to the bricks. Third and fourth from

the bricks proved a difficult sell as always, but they were filled without too many dead arms,

chicken noises and choruses of ‘Shitebag, shitebag, shitebag’.Fifth place, though, was

dangerously unknown territory. That’s when I was noticed. I was back in the gang, one of the

lads again. ‘Go on, Kev,’ came the faux-friendly encouragement. With ‘you can hang about with

us all the time’ being the only terms I was offered, the lure was too much, and I agreed.I took

my place at the end; five of us were lying there, me at the very end. We were all pretty nervous,

but there definitely wasn’t any camaraderie between us, no togetherness. Everyone had their

own individual safety fears, me most of all.Stuarty cycled up the slope in the banking, and the

shouts of encouragement grew louder as he began the return journey back down. I was

petrified and hoping my mum or dad was watching from the window of our house and would

come out and put a halt to it. I began desperately trying to budge up. Tempers were flaring:

‘Stop fucking pushing. There’s no room, you fat bastard!’
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jan4eyes, “Nice wee read. Nice wee read! I often feel I really know the writer personally after

reading an autobiography. Now I know Kevin! Quite surprising and not what I expected but

perhaps it shouldn't have been so surprising. I am a huge fan and very much enjoyed the

insight into Kevin's early years. A few titters here and there rather than belly laughs but it's not

meant to be a stage show!  Now I will look forward to the sequel! Onwards and upwards Kevin!”

S. Martin, “Can’t Wait to read this book!. One of my favorite comedians!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great read love this guy. Fabulous comedian so funny loved the video

and will be watching it many times ovet.”

sandydoull, “Five Stars. His attention to detail really brings me back to my childhood”

Jennifer R Helget, “Was sad when it was over. Hilarious! Was sad when it was over!”

TT, “Surprisingly good. There are loads of career-comedians now; an oxymoron in itself. They

are like the kids at school that were never particularly bright or naturally gifted, but always

passed exams with pretty good marks just through sheer hard work and focus. I've read a few

comedians' biographies now and I chose this one because Kevin Bridges has never come

across as a career-comedian, but rather as someone who is naturally funny with a gift for

providing unforced amusement, which is why I like him. There is quite some detail about his

childhood and teen years and the book finishes at his debut big gig at the SECC in 2010, so if

you're in to autobiographies for the glitzy tales of post-fame excess then it probably isn't for

you, but if you are genuinely interested in someone's background and motivations for getting

into stand-up comedy you should really enjoy it.”

J. A. Carvell, “Funny. Honest. Real.. This is one autobiography that I am eternally grateful did

not have a ghost writer. I’m not sure anybody else could capture Kevin Bridges quite as well as

Kevin Bridges. Ever since being introduced to him on ‘Michael McIntyre’s Comedy Roadshow’

in 2009, I have loved his self-deprecating humor and his ‘realness'; not being ashamed of his

working class roots and even building his early routines off of them.Fame is known to change

people and not always for the better, but in this book, Bridges shows himself to be a humble

man with an affection for his family that is obvious when he talks about them. Cleverly taking

inspiration from the title of another book (We Need To Talk About Kevin by Lionel Shriver),

Bridges not only tells us about his upbringing and journey into stand up comedy, but throws in

his views on controversial issues such as benefits and immigration. One of my favourite quotes

from his book is “We were the ones dropping bombs on them, so we couldn’t complain when

they were looking for a place to stay”.Bridges story begins when he was a nervous little boy in

nursery and there is a particularly hilarious anecdote involving a wendy house that had me

crying with laughter. His reluctance for his mother to leave him continued into primary school

and he soon found his escape at home playing various football games with his dad. Going into

high school, he was a bright boy but was very much an old head on young shoulders. Over

thinking everything was a major problem, even when, at 17 he ventured into a Glasgow

comedy club and did his first 5 minute set.I could relate to a lot of the stories in this

autobiography as Bridges and myself are the same age. I too remember staying up late to

catch Eurotrash on Channel 5 ( I think everybody around my age will admit to that! :) ) and

chatting for hours on MSN messenger (RIP). The anxiety and feeling like being funny was all

you had – without it your friends would obviously drop you right? Because what are you if



you’re not funny? – is also all too familiar.‘We Need To Talk About…’ showcases not only

Bridges comedy talent but also his flair for writing. (I feel like an fool for continually calling him

‘Bridges’ but ‘Kevin’ makes it sound like we’re BFF’s or something!) He shows himself to have

many endearing qualities, the most obvious being his humility. When taking part in two

competitions early on in his career, he says that he struggled feeling that he had to impress the

judges. That the opinion of what is funny is completely subjective and worrying about catering

to one person is not what he got into stand up for (I’m paraphrasing there but that’s the gist of

it).Overall, I give this book 5 out of 5 stars. The quality of writing along with Bridges modesty,

even when talking about his roaring successes, make for a read that is full of laughs and

showcases his family values and down to earth attitude perfectly. Despite this being a hefty

read at over 400 pages, I would recommend this to not just fans of Kevin Bridges, but to

anyone interested in a ‘boy done good’ story that will make you smile and reminisce along with

him.”

Lyndsey Kirkwood, “Funny and enjoyable. Some reviewers have said they where bored by the

first half of the book, commenting that they weren't interested in his 'younger years'.Bearing in

mind Kevin is only 27, if he only wrote about what his 20s consisted of, there wouldn't be much

to write! It's also worth noting that this book only covers his life up until 2010, I certainly

wouldn't think much of an autobiography that covered someone's life from ages 20-22!!I

actually loved reading about his younger years, about his friends and family and what inspired

him to give stand up a go. Being Glaswegian, I can certainly resonate with much of his school

life and my own experiences as a teen and growing up in and around Glasgow.The story of the

lion bar made me laugh out loud :-) it was one of my favourites in the whole book. However

there are plenty more where that came from.Highly recommended for any Kevin fan and can't

wait to catch him live.”

The book by Kevin Bridges has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 508 people have provided feedback.
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